


Forward Homes is a group of the best
architects and creative engineers

comfortable solutions in spirit
sustainable development.

Our office in Oslo is a hotbed for ideas
and design in Scandinavian style.

The office in Olsztyn is a group of pragmatic
specialists who implement projects
into life and give them a real form.

Scandinavian weather conditions
allowed us to gather extensive experience that can lead

to the production process
housing and customer satisfaction.

Our houses are well-thought-out solutions, yes
to be able to feel as if in a small space
in your own, comfortable apartment.

High-quality materials used in production combined
with experienced employees

production, our customers make it possible
they had a 10 year warranty!

Meli 3.0

illustrativ visualisering



The interior is made of materials
natural. The walls and ceiling are the

same
furniture (bodies and fronts) made of

birch wood, which is the material
natural. Thanks to the application

materials of the highest quality we can
ensure the safety of our customers

and boldly offers up to a 10-year
warranty!

To meet our needs
We offer our customers the possibility

of implementation
individual project!

The supporting skeleton of the house is the
structure

steel, individually designed
by our designers, thanks to that

our homes achieve such a long life.
Thermal insulation of the house is made of

they think of Scandinavian conditions,
that is why the walls, floor and ceiling were left

standing
insulated with open PUR foam

cellular and triple joinery
windows with warm frame. The height is

temosna, made from 100% natural
processing (the process uses

only high temperature and steam). Characteristic
The special feature of the board is its reduced

absorption
water. Moreover, it is not subject to deformation

tensions caused by changes
air humidity.









Husvogn "Meli 3.0" 18m2

Romplan:

Steel house construction 2.55 m x 7.2 m
 Tiny House type of house
*Leveling trestles included

*PVC windows with external safety glass
* External facade made of Nature grade thermopin.

* Exterior lighting around the house - tubes that light up and down (9 pcs.)
* Exterior doors - balcony window that opens outwards

* External window treatment with thermopin panels
* floor insulation: ALUPIR plate 10 cm

* insulation of external walls with PUR foam, from the outside with 10 mm XPS sheet
and 5 mm ALU TERM membrane:



* Vapor insulation
* The bottom of the house is protected with 6.5 mm waterproof plywood and an anti-

rodent net.
* Internal sliding doors hidden in the wall, made of furniture board.
* Complete water, drainage, electrical and ventilation installation

* Contacts, on/off switches with dimming function
* Finished interior made of 10mm thick birch veneered plywood

* Ceilings finished with 4 mm thick birch veneered plywood
* Window treatment inside with aluminum angles

* Heating with air conditioning with heating function
* Mechanical ventilation with heat recovery - heat recovery - 2 pcs.

* Air conditioning and sorting
* Floor finished with PVC carpet

* Kitchen with lower and upper built-in dishwasher, 45 cm sink with faucet, 3-burner
induction hob, built-in refrigerator with a height of 84 cm, hood with charcoal filter.

Furniture fronts made of 18 mm thick oak plywood, 10 mm thick kitchen worktop,
anthracite color

* Living room: sofa with sleeping function made of plywood in birch veneer, pull-out
table, built-in shelf, built-in wardrobe for washing machine and water heater.

* Bathroom equipment: interior finished with FIBO panel, construction according to
visualization, furniture with silent closing system, vanity unit with basin, mirror, shower

cubicle 70x90cm
* Insole: Mattress 160x200cm

* Roof covering of metal sheets

The price is determined individually
+48 513 166 266

mariusz@forwardhomes.no
forwardhomes.no

M Kotanskiego 4, 10-166 Olsztyn Poland


